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Abstract
Intersection of 2 sets represented as A ⋂ B

There are various algorithms that exist for text encryption
that are used in various fields like password encryption, exchange of information. In this paper we propose a new algorithm, where in the data is converted to a format consisting
of numbers and letters using basic mathematical concepts
like Venn-diagram and advanced concepts like graph theory.

Union of 2 sets represented
as A ⋃ B
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Introduction
Cryptography or Cryptology is the technique of hiding
messages in a secure format so that the third party cannot
identify what the message is being transmitted. Cryptography
involves various techniques from different areas of research
like computer science, mathematics and electronics. It basically converts the message to a nonsensical format. The receiver knows the method of decoding the pattern which he
then applies to cipher text to get back the plaintext which the
sender intended to send him. Cryptography has been used
since World War 1 where spies secretly used to send messages to the host country so that the enemy couldn’t understand the real meaning of the message. The ciphered text is
designed to be long so that its computational power is very
large and not possible for a computer to solve it quickly.
These are secured algorithms.

Symmetric Difference of 2
Sets represented as A Δ B

Set Difference of 2 sets represented as B - A

Absolute complement represented as Ac

Mathematical concepts used
A. Venn Diagrams
A Venn-Diagram or set diagram shows logical relations
among various sets. It was made by John Venn in 1880. The
diagrams tell us about how sets are related by showing relations using probability, statistics. The Venn-Diagram consists of various circles drawn in plane overlapping to give a
particular region. Each circle represents a class in real world
where it is compared to another class or set to determine the
relationship between the two sets. The overlapping region
represents intersection that is the common of both the sets.

Set difference of 2 sets represented as A -B

Figure – 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 (top to bottom)

B. Graph Theory
A Graph

consists of a set of objects where
represents vertices and
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Figure - 3
represents edges such that edge is
identified as an unordered pair of vertices
.
An edge is a connection between two nodes or vertices indicating that a connection is established between the two
vertices.
Graph Theory has a wide variety of applications like Electrical network problems. The way the network is connected
shows similar to the way a graph is connected. The edges
represent resistors and currents in the wire of the electrical
network.
They can also be used in seating problems where arrangement of persons determines where exactly a person is located
in the graph and how it is connected to other member of the
circular meeting arrangement.
In the given figure (2) below
is a self-loop since it’s
starting and ending vertex is the same.

The following table (1) shows which sides are on each indicating which number will be displayed.

Figure - 2

C. 7-Segment Display
It is a form of electronic display device for displaying
numbers in digital format. They are used in digital clocks,
basic calculators
They are arranged as shown in the figure (3) below.
Table - 1

Algorithm
Now we discuss our algorithm. Take any input as password and find each letters equivalent ASCII code. Then each
ASCII code is converted to its binary representation. The 8bit binary number is then split into 2 parts consisting of 4 bits
each and then converted to the hexadecimal form where now
graph theory and Venn-diagrams are applied.
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The numbers so obtained are in the 7-segment format. We
can now know which edges are to be selected to form the

number on the 7-segment display. Two such numbers are
superimposed and the edge difference is calculated. The reason behind this is that the edge difference so obtained will
result in a new graph formation. This edge difference will be
unique and the resulting graph will tell us what numbers
were used to form the new graph. The set difference will
result in a key that will keep on changing after each operation to the passphrase which will generate a new cipher
text. So the cipher text is converted to non-sensible number
format plus the set difference.

THE ALGORITHM
1.
2.
3.
4. for each letter in :
5.
6. Convert ASCII code of the letter to hexadecimal.
7. If both digits of hexadecimal are equal, then
8.
9.
10. Else
11.
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29. Concatenate all the elements of followed by the
to give us the final encrypted cipher text.

30. The final cipher text is then converted to hexadecimal format.

Proposed Approach
We are taking “JET” as a password which is going
to be encrypted by the above proposed scheme.

Step 1: ASCII of each letter of the password is
J = 74
E = 69
T = 84
Step 2: Binary equivalent of each letter is
J = 01001010
E = 01000101
T = 01010100
Step 3: Grouping each binary number into 4 and then
converting to hexadecimal we get
J = 4A
E = 45
T = 54
Step 4: Converting each number into digital format

12.
13.
14. If
15.
16.

, then

Figure - 4
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24. while all letters have not been XOR-d with
25.
26.
27.
28.

The graph connections of 4 are 1-3-4-6, 2-4

, do
Figure - 5
The graph connections of A are 1-2-4-6, 1-3-4 and then
applying Venn diagram concepts we find A – B which is
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null so we go for B – A and get graph connections to be
1-2,3-5 which may or may not represent a disconnected
graph.
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different. Also we can use all the special characters in the
encryption because of the useful nature of ASCII.

PLAINTEXT
ASCII to binary to hexadecimal conversion

Venn Diagrams Concepts
Figure - 6
Similarly for E we get 2-4
And for T we get 1-2, 5-6
Also store each words difference like for J we get 6 i.e.
|4 - A| = 6

Cipher text1 and Key

Step 5: the code for now is 1235241256611
Step 6: the key is 611
Step 7: applying key with middle element i.e. XOR-ing we
get
24 Θ 611 = 635
Step 8: The resulting number is XOR-d with next symbol i.e.
(k + i)th and then with (k - i)th position with value of ‘i’
changing as per the formula given in the algorithm and the
process is repeated.
i.e. 635 Θ 1256 = 1683
and 1683 Θ 1235 = 576

Key, K=0

XOR

K++

Cipher Text

K==n

So the final cipher text we get is 5766351683611.
Figure – 7
So converting the final cipher text into hexadecimal we get
53e9558001b
Finally the keyword “JET” is encrypted as 53e9558001b.
Similarly, when we take other words even with 80% of the
letter similar, no words will have similar cipher text because
the key operation performed on them will always generate a
new cipher text. So no cipher words get repeated.
Since the algorithm uses ASCII numbers of the words for
conversion and since the uppercase and lowercase letters
have different ASCII, so the final cipher text of the same
password for both uppercase and lowercase will be totally
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FLOW CHART OF THE ALGORITHM

Optimization
The code can be optimized using paging techniques along
with Dynamic Programming.

A. Paging Technique
It is a memory management technique where computer uses data for its main memory from secondary storage. They
retrieve data in a format called pages. It allows physical ad97
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dress space to be non-contiguous. It is also used in virtual
memory implementation. It is used when the data that is to

be used is not present in RAM and so it accesses its secondary storage for retrieval. If the data is not present in RAM,
then it must
1. Locate data in secondary storage
2. Obtain the page in RAM
3. Loading of data
4. Updating of page table
In our algorithm there will be storage of passwords that
the user enters. This database will keep a count of the number of times the same password is occurring. The new password will keep on stacking up the database and the passwords that are not occurring or not commonly used are removed from the database. So, if the word exists it is searched
from the database and returned with the ciphered text thus
saving encryption time.

B. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm or GA is one of the best optimization
heuristics techniques to optimize computational complexity.
It uses frequency analysis to find the word that has occurred
the most number of times thereby reducing the number of
times the cipher text of the word is calculated from scratch. It
conducts a direct random search in the database for the word
that is already converted. They may also produce optimum
keys for conversion to cipher text.
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1. Secrecy in Transmission where the man in the middle
attack is not possible.
2. Secrecy in Storage where user gives the key to open the
system like in computer
3. Integrity in Transmission which ensures information is
safe and does not cause erroneous action to take place.

4. Integrity in Storage which involves cryptographic values
to be compared to expectations.
5. Authentication of Identity is done when user logs into his
particular account or system.
6. Credential Systems which involves verification of user
electronically. The most common example being the
smart card system.
7. Electronic Signatures involves physical components
where the physical presence of a person is recorded as a
cryptographic value which will later be compared and so
becomes difficult to crack.
8. Electronic Cash.
9. Threshold Systems involves distributing the keys into
different parts so that different equations result into different cipher texts.
10. Systems Using Changing Keys involves changing the key
over a period of time so that the hacker doesn’t know
what will be the password because the cipher texts will
always keep on changing whenever the hacker makes a
move.
11. Hardware to support Cryptography involves building
super computers which can computationally convert the
key like smart card, debit card.
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